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A.S., IFC
say query
invalid
By Paul Ruffner
Daily staff writer
The Associated Students president and the Inter-Fraternity Council
president said yesterday that a request for an investigation into IFC’s
plans to start a "support the REC"
committee, is invalid.
Recreation and Events Center
opponent Larry Dougherty has asked
the Associated Students Election
Board and Judicial Committee to investigate plans by IFC members to
start a pro-REC committee because
Dougherty said the IFC members
would be acting as a political party.
But A.S. President Michael Schneider and IFC President Bill Baron disagree with Dougherty.
"Larry Dougherty is once again
incorrect," Schneider said.
Schneider said Dougherty failed
to read Section III, Al of the election
code which clearly defines a political
party as "a group of students organized or otherwise acting for the purpose of supporting any candidate for
student government office."
Schneider and Baron said the
"support the REC" organization does
not support a candidate.
Dougherty said the A. S. Board of
Directors last year changed Act 9 of
the election code to omit guidelines
concerning initiatives and referendums. The former A.S. vice president
complained about the change to the
AS. Election Board last year, and
the board upheld his complaint.
"If there’s no rules at all, how
can you have an initiative-referendum election" Dougherty said.
Section III, B1 of the election
code requires the party involved to
register with the election board before acting as a political party. Dougherty said the proposed pro-REC
committee should be considered a political party.
"It’s my understanding that it
isn’t an official IFC committee,"
Schneider said. "It wasn’t voted on or
anything."
But Dougherty said that if it isn’t
registered as a group, then it’s not allowed to act as one.
Dmitri Rizos, an Alpha Tau
Omega member and the promoter of
the pro-REC committee said he contacted the election committee to
make sure everything his group does
is legal.
Dougherty said he wants an
equal chance to inform fraternity
members about both sides of the REC
issue.
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Student services,
University fees
to be combined

Depth deception

’Two-tier’ fee imposed on students
By Mike Di Marco
Daily staff writer
The California State University
Board of Trustees has given its approval to consolidate two student
fees, the Student Services Fee and
State University Fee, for the 1985-86
school year.
The new fee, referred to as the
State University Fee, will provide the
CSU system with up to 13.6 percent of
its total yearly budget. The fee will be
implemented on a "two-tier" system,
one fee for students enrolled in one to
six units and one for students taking
more than six units, and will be based
on fee revenue from this year’s budget.
"The consolidation of fees puts
together things that, over the years,
were budgeted separately," said
SJSU President Gail Fullerton.
"They will now not be separate."
Currently, more than 40 separate
fees exist on the CSU campuses. The
greatest number of charges are
"user/penalty" fees, such as locker
fees, special exam fees and late registration and library fines.
However the majority of revenue
is generated through "mandatory"
fees, defined as fees charged as a
condition of registration. These include the Student Services Fee, State
University Fee, Instructionally Related Activities Fee, Student Body
Association Fee, Student Union Fee
and Health Facilities Fee.
Under guidelines adopted by the

board, CSU campus presidents will
be required to establish a committee
to regulate distribution of the fee revenue. The guidelines stipulate the
committee must include students,
faculty and other campus representatives to advise the president on
budget policy, planning and allocations.
"What the plan and subsequent
Trustee action provided for was that
each campus was to have a committee to advise the president on budget
planning and allocation," Fullerton
said. "We already have such a committee, the Financial and Student Affairs Committee of the Academic
Senate, which has a number of students on it."
The committee includes the associate executive vice president of business affairs, the associate executive
vice president of facilities development and operations, the dean of
student services, two other academic
representatives, seven faculty members, one academic support member
and three students.
"If Fullerton thinks that’s the
committee, I think she’s wrong,"
said Michael Finley, California State
Student Association representative.
"That committee, from what Fullerton told me, only deals with policy
changes."
Finley said the committee is supposed to be a dean’s committee and
include A.S. President Michael
continued on back page

Activist Nader rips
election-year ploys
Yoram Nogucho Daily staff photographer

Though many people in college think they
are on different levels, they are often deceived, as this picture illustrates. The

chairs in the foreground and the unidentified students walking in the background
are really on one-and-the-same ground.

State cracks down on student loans
By Beth Ftanney
Daily staff writer
A recent legal opinion released
by the state attorney general’s office
will make it harder for students to
avoid repayment on California Guaranteed Student Loans.
Under the loan program, college
students can obtain loans of $2,500 to
$5,000 an academic year at 8 percent
annual interest. Interest and principal payments are deferred until six
months after the end of school.
As of August, the defaiqj rate on
California guaranteed student loans
was 13.3 percent in a program encompassing $2.5 billion.
The California Student Aid Commission, a governmental body that
administers and monitors grant and
loan funds from the California treasury, requested the legal opinion to
determine whether it was protected
from invasion of privacy suits in the
event it began more aggressive tracking of loan recipients.
A 12-page opinion written by Deputy Attorney General Anthony S. Da
Vigo concluded that:
The commission may distribute a list of students and their loan
status, including defaults and payment delinquencies to schools, so that
schools can assist in the collection
process.
The commission can advise
lenders whether an applicant for a
guaranteed student loan is in default
on a prior student loan.
The commission can advise
lenders, participating in the program, of a school’s default rate.
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Stricter tabs on defaulters planned
The first three points deal with
the student loan recipient individually, while the last assesses a school’s
ability to repay loans ass whole.
Mike Finley, SJSU representative to the California State Students
Association, said the attorney general’s decision on the commission policies is license for lenders to view the
entire process purely from a "business aspect rather than what will
really help the students."
Essentially, the commission will
be applying a credit rating to the indi-

’We do an awful lot to
make sure that the
students understand
what they are getting
into when they take
out the loan.’
John Bradbury,
associate director
of financial aid
vidual schools, Finley said.
Lois McNally, public affairs officer for the California Student Aid
Commission, agreed it was unfortunate to have to punish everyone for
the individuals who do not repay their

loans, but said the entire system
would be in jeopardy unless the default rates were curtailed.
Students don’t realize what a big
problem the default rates are, McNally said. She blamed many of the
defaults on those students who believe the government will not be able
to catch up with them.
"They are going to realize that
we know who they are when they recieve a letter from our office stating
that their California income tax return will be held until we hear from
them," McNally said.
SJSU’s default rate is not immediately available.
McNally said four-year schools
generally do not have a high default
rate Community colleges and other
two year schools seem to illustrate
the highest percentage of defaults.
She thought this trend might the
result of either a more responsible
student body at four-year schools or a
higher failure rate at two-year
schools. When a failure occurs, students are even more unwilling to
repay their loans, she said.
McNally also said that a major
point to come out of this opinion, that
of circulating defaulters’ names to
the individual schools, will allow for
more open communication between
the two entities. Before this opinion
the commission could not enlist the
help of the financial aid offices in tracing students because they could not

reveal a defaulter’s name.
"We had the names of the defaulters, and the schools often had
the most current addresses," she
said. "Neither one of us could do
much without the other’s help."
"The biggest outcry comes from
recipients who are repaying on their
loans," she said. "There is a feeling
of ’ill have to do it, you do too." Now
it makes it in the schools interest to
do everything they can to keep defaults down, or run the risk of having
their students turned down because
of a high default rate within their
school, she said.
John Bradbury, associate director of the Financial Aid Student Services, said the financial aid office follows procedures to help assure that
students do not default on their loans.
"We do an awful lot to make sure
that the students understand what
they are getting into when they take
out the loan," he said.
Students receiving loans are
counseled about the nature of the responsibility they assume and what
repayment schedule they may incur.
Bradbury said he was not sure
how this legal opinion would affect
his office, but assumed the commission would make recommendations
on how to keep down defaults. A program of exit interviews for student
loan recipients has been discussed by
Bradbury and his staff, and as a result of this report will probably be implemented.
"It looks as though they are shifting a lot of the burden of monitoring
defaults onto the schools," he said.

By Wendy Stitt
Daily staff writer
Personality politics is how President Reagan is running his election
campaign, consumer activist Ralph
Nader said Monday in a speech at
SJSU’s Morris Dailey Auditorium.
Nader, who was 30 minutes late,
spoke for two hours about issues relating to the election to about 200 people.
In 1968, Nader was the graduation speaker at SJSU and has been
active in consumer advocacy issues
for about two decades.
The election campaigns of Mon dale and Reagan are based on emotion not fact, he said.
"This kind of campaign doesn’t
put any demand on us," he said. "All
it demands is Pavlovian response to a
TV ad. (People) vote on a hunch or an
image."
Nader referred to Reagan as
being a "master of photo opportunities" involving "trickery" and phony
photos
Nader said if Reagan’s proposed
school loan cuts were passed by Congress last year, enrollment in schools
would now be less than one million
students.
"( Reagan’s) ability to produce
condensation is incredible," he said.
This country is long overdue for
"grass -roots" candidates; candidates who can relate to the people
and candidates who have never held
an official position, such as governor,
Nader said.
Nader also addressed the lack of
voter participation in the United
States.
Nader said ifs law was passed in
this country prohibiting the practice
of voting, then the majority, instead
of the minority, of American citizens
would vote in elections.
Everyone is in this together, he
said. "It’s like a lifeboat. Fifteen people with 15 oars are in this lifeboat 30
miles from shore and 10 people are
sitting around watching ’Three’s
Company’ drinking beer, and you ask
them to help and they say it’s none of
your business (how they choose to
Nader said.
spend their time
Nader cited the civic duty Australians have of participating in elections. In 1980, Australia had a 97 percent voter turnout. In that same year,
27 percent of college students eligible

Ralph Nader
consumer advocate
to vote in the United States did so.
Citizens in Australia, are able to register until the day before the election,
whereas in the United States, voter
registration ends a month before the
election.
"When ( people) don’t vote,
someone votes for them," he said.
Nader also discussed how television and radio stations regulate
what is said on the airways.
Nader illustrated the power the
television and radio stations have by
asking the audience who had heard of
Morris the Cat as opposed to Professor Harry York, the former director
of Lawrence Livermore Laboratory
and a leading arms controller. Only
one person had heard of York, while
everyone in the audience had heard
of Morris the Cat.
People have no time of their own
on television, and the quality of programming is poor, he said.
Nader said students do not have
enough of their own information outlets on televison. He said students
should be listened to.
Through anti -war movements,
students in the 1980s played a large
role in making people aware of the
Vietnam War, Nader said.
"Student movements are more
right then wrong," he said. "We’ve
seen very few student movements
that were wrong."
continued as page 4
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Editorial

Fullerton should get off REC fence
Tills IS THE third time San Jose State
students will vote on the proposed Recreation and Events Center. The first vote
resulted in acceptance of the center. The second time, students voted to reject it.
Now it is time to vote again. The need for
a third student decision is ridiculous.
In the second vote to reject the center, the
project should have been terminated. But because SJSU President Gail Fullerton and the
Student Union Board of Directors were being
stubborn, and decided that two out of three
would be the way to play the game, students
are once again faced with having to decide
whether they want this project or not.
Even if the students vote to reject it, will
their proclamations be nothing more than an
advisory vote? Will Fullerton and SUBOD
abide by the students’ decision in the November election as the final word in this matter?
It would be easy to conceive, despite hollow promises, that any vote to reject the center will only lead to another vote. Students
have already paid over a million dollars in

added fees to construct the project. If SUBOD
has already taken money for the project, it is
not likely that board members will want to
give it up.
There has been over $18,000 spent preparing alternative plans to present to students.
Concern over the cost of construction was a
major consideration against the project. This
time SUBOD is planning to present only one of
the plans to students.
But SUBOD and Fullerton should not perceive a "yes" vote by the students for a particular plan, as a "yes" vote for the REC. This is
a nice bit of politics by SUBOD, but there is
still one nagging question. Why are we even
voting at all?
The students of SJSU have already given
notice to SUBOD and Fullerton that the REC
is not needed. Yet it seems
as Fullerton
doles responsibility to SUBOD that the two
don’t really care what the students feel, and
will push for the center until the students are
sick of voting on it, or until those opposed to it
graduate.

The forum page is your page. The Daily encourages readers’ comments on any topic. The viewpoints
expressed in opinion articles and cartoons are those of
the author. Editorials appearing on this page are the
opinion of the Spartan Daily.

Open Season

Nick
Gillis

Aborting freedom to choose is a wrong step
A friend of mine got pregnant when she was 17. Her
mother insisted she drop out of school, get married and
have the baby. She had planned to go to college. She and
her boyfriend knew they weren’t ready to get married.
Against her family’s wishes, she decided to get an
abortion. Thus, she needed a place to stay for a while. I offered her my home.
I learned a lot during the several days she lived with
us. Before the doctor would perform the operation, he in-

Margaret
Connor
sisted she go through counseling. After several sessions,
she had the abortion. The doctor operated on her in the
clinic because she was less than three months pregnant.
When she came home later the same day, she told me it
had been a quick, simple procedure.
She continued going in for counseling afterwards. She
said the worst part was feeling the baby kick right before
she had the abortion. Until that point, she hadn’t really
thought of the baby as living.

She returned to her home. Her mom didn’t say much.
She told me later she was surprised at how well her mom
took it. I was surprised at how well my friend took it. My
friend grew up during that experience and so did I. 1 used
to vehemently oppose abortion because I felt it morally
wrong. I still think so, for my own life.
I no longer feel obligated, however, to impose my
moral beliefs on others.
Thus, it bothers me when someone tries to impose his
or her values on me and others, as Reagan proposes to do
by making abortion illegal. I’d rather have abortion legal
than illegal. We need the freedom to choose.
In the past, women have had abortions, regardless bf
their legality. They have relied on black-market doctors
who charge high prices for not -so-sterile conditions. 1
question the competency of doctors who haven’t set up
public practices. I’m also suspicious of where these doctors received their training, if indeed they received any. I
don’t imagine they provide counseling for their patients,
such as my friend received.
In fact, according to a July 9, 1982 report from the
American Medical Association, "between 1972 and 1978,
women were about seven times more likely to die from
childbirth than from legal abortions." I’ll wager the percentage of women who die from abortions would rise if
they are made illegal.
Admittedly, I’ve only spoken about my concerns for
the safety of the mother, without any mention of infringing on so-called infant’s rights. Adoption has frequently
been proposed as an alternative way to care for unwanted

infants.
Adoption doesn’t take into account, however, the prenatal care costs. If the mother doesn’h want the baby in
the first place, who is going to make sure she takes proper
care of herself and the baby during pregnancy? If she
doesn’t look after herself and the baby is born with defects, who will adopt the child? Will the child really be
guaranteed a "loving home?"
Ideally, the solution is pre-planning, which usually includes responsible use of birth control. When this isn’t
done, or cannot be done in the case of rape, should we be
the ones to punish mother and child’ for immaturity or
rape or whatever the circumstance is in which the child is
conceived?
Right-to-lifers often quote the commandment, "Thou
shalt not kill." Thus, they may appreciate another passage in the Bible where Jesus is asked to watch a crowd
stone an adulterous woman. His only comment was, "He
who is without sin among you shall cast the first stone."
One by one the group dispersed, leaving the woman and
Jesus alone.
My friend finished high school and went to college.
Last I heard, she had married a guy she met there. They
now have a little girl. That baby has two parents who love
her and want her.
I’m not sure what would have happened if abortion
had been illegal. I’m just glad she had the opportunity to
have counseling and professional help throughout her experience

Fear and loathing amongst the first daters
The first date
One of the most unnerving experiences that a man
can face. A ritual that is as terrifying as the threat of nuclear war, herpes, rising prime rates, and the release of a
Julio Iglesias album.
Traditionally, the dating ritual has been dictated by
society’s mores. Our current set of societal guidelines
says the male makes the first move. Rumor has it that
there are gutsy women who instigate the first date, but
they are few in numbers.
Since the world generally waits for the man to start
things off, the man shoulders a burden of titanic propor-

Kevin
Mendoza

lions. Man can either serve as the catalyst for a romantic
love affair or alienate yet another female. This kind of
pressure is something most women will never know.
Man first exposes his vulnerability when he falls for a
girl. It is his responsibility to make the initial move, so he
has to ask her out.
Feelings of inadequacy immediately set in. The guy
starts entertaining thoughts such as: Why would she want
to go out with me? She’s a goddess and can have any guy
she wants.

But man must brush away those detrimental
thoughts. He must recollect the cliche:Nothing ventured,
nothing gained. He must think it, live it, eat it, and believe
it. Although the guy has nothing to lose and a whole new
world to gain, he abhors rejection. Sure, rejection is a
part of life, but it’s a part that is generally avoided if at all
possible.
Once man shrugs off the mental clutter, he can finally
ask the lady out. It’s never easy. Half the time the delivery is marred by a dry throat and a shaky voice that hints
at the onset of puberty. Man wants to appear cool. But it’s
hard to look cool when you’re busy trying to suppress the
pounding in your chest.
If she rejects him, fine. He can congratulate himself
for the effort and walk away in a dignified manner.
But if she agrees to go out, the celebration will be
brief. Man is about to undergo some of the most anxiety filled moments of his life, as he prepares for the first date.
The burden of making a good impression is now upon
him. The date gives the female an opportunity to see what
the guy is made of. She will label him, of course. Be it
loser, lover, bore or beast his future success hinges on
her judgment.
The pressure is intensified because man knows he
cannot turn back. If he bails out at any point now, he will
look weak, wimpy and gay.
The days preceeding the date will be rough. He will
lose sleep as he agonizes over trivial matters such as:
Where should I take her? What should I wear? Will she
think less of me if I order two Famous Star hamburgers
without cheese?
A big concern will be whether he will inherit a gigantic zit the day before "the event." He is well aware that it
will be tough to be romantic when she is constantly eying
his facial imperfections. When he looks longingly into her

eyes he wants to see a reciprocal feeling. It would be disconcerting if she reacts to his gaze by focusing her attention onto a point three millimeters from his left nostril.
The stress will take its toll. Mental anxiety will manifest itself physically in the form of gastrointestinal unrest. A stop at the local drugstore is in order as he tries to
tame the fiery turmoil amongst his entrails.
Another responsibility bestowed upon the man in the
dating ritual is the burden of conversation. This responsibility is equal in weight to a plaintiff’s burden of proof in a
court of law. Because the man makes the initial courting
gesture, he must serve as the master of ceremonies for
the evening. If the dinner date is peppered with meaningless spurts of small talk, he must liven up the conversation. The man is expected to ellicit, dictate, punctuate and
accentuate the verbal intercourse.
What an ardorous task. Driving to the restaurart isn’t
a problem. The guy can blame his quiet state on his attentiveness to the road and traffic conditions. Or, he can turn
up the stereo and make conversation an impossibility.
But when they’re both stuffed into a secluded corner
of the restaurant, the ball is in the guy’s court. He can’t
stall he has to go with it. It’s this one-on-one confrontation that’s so trying. The guy must be witty, charming,
sensitive, confident and full of humorous anecdotes.
Silence is lethal. There’s nothing Worse than vainly
scanning your memory for something to talk about. To
top it off, he has to order from the wine list and not look
like a novice wine connoisseur.
With all of these responsibilities, it’s a wonder that
more men don’t show up on their dates’ front porches with
fistfuls of hair and hollow-eyed looks of sheer terror. Despite all of its drawbacks, the first date can lead to so
but
much more. It’s definitely worth the trauma
barely.

Letters to the Editor
Stars should work for their money
Editor,
Finally someone has told it "the way is is (Open
Season, Spartan Daily, Oct. 31. Today’s professional athletes are crazy to be demanding $1 million -per-year-ortrade-me attitudes.
The only way to stop these crybabies is to let them
bargain themselves out of a job. Believe me, there’s
plenty of talent out there to perform for a resonable salary.
To hell with Kellen Winslow, Franco Harris, Fred
Dean, etc. If they think they’re so terrific, let them go into
real estate or construction and see how much they can
make.
Besides, these players only work four months out of a

given year.
I’d like to see caps placed on professional salaries,
with renegotiating taking place every year. How about a
pay cut when they have a poor season?
Thank you Nick Gillis. Well done.
Paul Standridge
Senior
Business Management

Open Season cuts down sports stars
Editor,
I thought the column (Open Season, Spartan Daily,
Oct. 3), hit the main chord with athletic problems today,
greed.
My hat is off to Mr. (Nick) Gillis for his informative

and enlightening "interview" with a ficticious NFL star.
Salaries and player demands have been out of proportion in major league sports for several years now. It has
unfortunately reached the point of no return unless something is to be done very soon.
Anyway, well done.
Terry Preston
Junior
Aeronautics

Al Whirs must bear die writer’s name, signature, major,
phone number and class standing.

Classified
HEY BUDDY, need a job?
With school well under way, there’s
plenty of work out there. Fact is, a wide
variety of employment positions can now be taken
advantage of, so, listen up: If you can’t hack school.
need extra cash or simply a change of pace from
what you’re doing now, jump on the classifieds
today! Listed below are a sample of what may be
offered, providing you fit the bill.
HELP WANTED:

psgsgsT

./.aFcat rnetas sseysi:s El axntdr Nn eoeed xedpe froi er n’ c’ Teh e Love
BoatA"candt rs
required since position is for background zombie.
Applicants must have a limited IQ, and be attractive
ins swimsuit. No dialogue, please.
Army/Navy recruits: Be all that you can be!
High school graduates needed to learn technical
skills and military training. Low-lifes, junkies
undesirables with no direction also welcome. See
your recruiting office.
Assembly line workers: Absolutely no
creativity needed. Contact Silicon Valley businesses
for low income positions with long hours. Advance to
Assembler 11 after five years.
Babysitter: Need responsible female adult to
watch two brats during day. $.5 per hour plus
bonuses (running up phone bill and icebox
priviliges I.
Entry level dentist: Only requirements are
hairy arms and pleasure in making patients jerk in
their seats. Must furnish own drill and pliers.
Fast food: Jack -in-the-Box is looking for
students willing to work flexible hours. Must be
courteous. clean-cut and have a high tolerance to
wise guys that shout over the intercom. Career
opportunities available, high wages aren’t.
Lawyer:First-level position with large firm.
Extensive law backgound or college degree needed
Rewarding position awaits those who own 3-piece
business suits and briefcases. Prefer someone who
can paint defendant into a corner by already
knowing answers to questions aimed at witnesses
Politicians: Well groomed, energetic
individuals needed. Need only to learn the terms "no
comment" and "for the good of the people." Sales
experience preferred but not required. Contact local
government employment office. Work ends once
you’re elected.
Professional athletes: College or semi -pro
experience required. Must be healthy and willing to
deal with pressure. Plenty of travel. Unlimited
amounts of money and cocaine to be furnished.
Religious cult members: Do you need a purpose
in life? Join the brothers and sisters of Mojtabavi.
Our only income is what we scrounge up, but we still
chant happily! Contact all ravines and alleys.
Secretary: Cn u rd ths? Wnt a gd jb? Plnty of jbs
nw opn to shrthnd skIld wmn. Creer opprtnts fr
incmptnt idits who thnk shrthnd rds anythng Ike ths.
Telephone sales: Dynamic, energetic
individuals desired for telephone soliciting. No high
pressure, hard sell tactics used. You’re required
only to phone into private residences at any hour and
conduct mundane surveys, then push our products
(Make sure to always ask for the lady of the house,
since they prove to be more gull i ble ). For a
personal interview, call us today (and be rude)!
Toll bridge attendant: No personality required
Reasonable wages paid to anyone that possesses
talent to collect change from agitated drivers.
Absolutely no chance for advancement, but what the
hell?
Work overseas: Jobs abound for those willing to
travel on large trade ships, visiting exotic ports and
harbors around the world with excellent pay. If you
believe this and are still interested, there’s also
swamps for sale in Texas.
Pretty discouraging stuff, huh? Oh well, they
say money is the root of all evil, so haves beer and
go back to bed.
Nick Gillis is the Entertainer editor. His column appears
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Black Student Alliance established
Ity Kevin Mendoza
Daily staff writer

SJSU’s ’extension’
across the Atlantic
By Margaret Connor
Daily staff writer
The London semester is the only
abroad program offered at SJSU in
which students are enrolled in the
California State University system
while attending school in Europe,
English Prof. Don Keesey said.
Students enroll through the
Continuing Education office on their
respective campuses for a minimum
of 12 units. At SJSU, each unit costs
685, which adds up to $1020 for 12
units.
Students then rely on the American Institute for Foreign Study to arrange lodging, most of their meals
and optional activities. Spring 1985
AIFS fees are 62750 and 6100 of it is
refundable.
Keesey will be the first SJSU professor to teach in the London program since it started in Fall 1982.
Two professors are selected from different state campuses each semester. Keesey will joins drama and art
history professor from California
State University at Northridge.
SJSU students who went last semester found both advantages and
disadvantages to the program.
English senior Steve Rawson
said one advantage to signing up
through Continuing Education is the
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units are easily transferable.
Another advantage is studying
about the country while living there.
Rawson said he read novels by Virginia Woolf and then visited the places she wrote about.
Social Work senior Cindy Burgeron said she saw racism in London
she hadn’t expected to see. She said
she and an oriental friend went to a
pub and met some British men. After
talking a few minutes, one man asked
Burgeron if her friend spoke English.
Burgeron said her friend laughed and
let it pass. In her sociology class, she
learned about the political roots connected to the racism, Burgeron said.
One major disadvantage was the
housing arrangements. Keesey said
the Spring 1984 semester was the last
time some students lived in apartments and others lived in hostel-type
dorms. Because of student preference, flats will be the only housing arranged in the future, Keesey said.
Some students lived in really nice
flats and others "lived in places with
slugs in their showers," Burgeron
said.
Although she didn’t live in the
place with the slugs, Burgeron said
she did live in a very small place.
"You know it’s small when you
have no room for your shoes," Burgeron said.
Rawson said he lived in a house
where the showers often broke down.
He said the apartment dwellers probably were happier because they lived
in better conditions.
Asked what advice students
should hear before going to Europe,
Burgeron said she wished she had
ridden the bus more. She said she
rode the underground subway because it was convenient.
"I was always underground and
never saw the city," Burgeron said.
Another warning is to bring
enough money. Burgeron said she
didn’t spend her money frivolously,
only on "essentials and traveling."
She said her parents helped her by
sending extra money occasionally.
Rawson recommended allowing
$250 a month for spending.
Students who went to London, including Rawson and Burgeron, will
answer questions about the program
at 1:30 today in the Student Union.

Wanted

delivery
persons
Part or full time.
Flexible hours and days.
Must be at least 18.
Must have own car
and insurance.
Must be able to work
weekends.
Up to $7.00 an hour to start
plus mileage and tips
Cash each night.

Will focus on black concerns

An organization that caters specifically to black students’ interests
has been established this semester at
SJSU.
Nicola Wood, Associated Students director of ethnic affairs, said
he established the Black Student Alliance as one of his goals for the semester.
Wood is the president of the new
group.
"The purpose is to create an umbrella organization that will include
black students involved in other campus groups as well as students not involved in organizations," Wood said.
He said the alliance will centralize
the efforts of organizations to deal
with black concerns.
Wood said some of the concerns
the new alliance will address are financial aid, job placement, undergraduate and graduate programs,
and black student enrollment.
A primary emphasis will be "to
react to the continuous exploitation of
blacks as done by the campus and
city media," Wood said. He cited the
Spartan Daily’s coverage of the arrest of an SJSU security guard last
fall as an example of the media’s ex -

ploitation of blacks. The security
guard was charged with being involved in a prostitution ring.
"The Daily prosecuted him although he was later acquitted," Wood
said.

’If it calls for us to
march down
Washington Square,
we’ll do it.’
Nicola

Wood

"These are the types of situations
that our organization can react to,"
he said. The alliance can approach
the proper parties to correct similar
situations, he said.
"If it calls for us to march down
Washington Square," Wood said,
"we’ll do it."
Another purpose of the organization is to halt the alienation of blacks
from themselves, Wood said. The
group will provide an opportunity for
students to interact with other cam-

Services held
for Dolloff

pus groups as well as non-affiliated
individuals.
"The group will give blacks an
opportunity to get in touch with other
blacks and hopefully eliminate alienation among themselves," Wood
said.
The Black Student Alliance has
approximately 45 members. Wood
said inconsistent attendance at meetings has left him unable to provide an
exact figure. Wood said he expects
attendance to stabilize as soon as a
set meeting time is determined.
Members range from students in
fraternities and sororities to students
that don’t belong to any other campus
organizations. Wood said members of
Blacks In Contact also belong to the
new alliance. Blacks In Contact is an
organization that establishes supportive resources among and between black resident advisers and
the resident hall community.
Wood said his intent was not only
to recruit members of groups to represent their separate organizations,
but also to get students who will represent their own individual interests.
Membership is open to all en-

rolled SJSU students. Dues of $5 per
semester will be charged, he said.
The Black Student Allianace
plans to serve the community by
sponsoring social and cultural
events, Wood said. He mentioned
dances, African art exhibits and
guest speakers as possible projects.
He said he’d also like to get Ron
Dellums, Democratic Congressman
from Berkeley. and Willie Brown,
Speaker of the Assembly, to speak.
The initial funding for such
events will come from Special Allocations, an A.S. committee that allocates money to campus -recognized
groups, Wood said. Special Allocations will be "the foundation of our.
treasure," he said.
Wood was uncertain of how much
the alliance will request, but he said
it would be around $2000. He said the
majority of the money would be used
to attract guest speakers. Wood does
not know when he will request the
money.
The Black Student Alliance will
operate with a socialistic structure of
government, Wood said.
"People will be the executives,
with all the members participating in
the decision-making process," Wood said. "How loyal they are to the system will determine the direction."

Complete Computer System

Private services were held last
week for Norman H. Dolloff, a geologist and SJSU professor emeritus.
After a short illness, Dolloff died
Oct. 3 at Good Samaritan Hospital.
He was 77.
Dolloff was chairman of the Geology Department from 1962 to 1969. He
taught from 1946 until his retirement
in 1973. He resumed teaching on a
part-time basis from 1975 until last
year.
Faculty in the Geology Department held Donal in high esteem.
"He was a quality human being,"
Geology Prof. Marshall Maddock
said.
"Dolloff used to say ’There is no
limit to the amount of good you can
do as long as you don’t care who gets
the credit,’ and he lived by that by
often giving credit to other men for
things he did," Maddock said.
Dolloff wrote two books while at
SJSU. The first, "Heat, Death and
the Flight of the Phoenix," was about
the second law of thermodynamics.
He also wrote "Program Learning in
Geology," which is a self-teaching
course in basic geology
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Nader: Students should group
continued from page I
Community outreach, Nader said,
is one way citizens may feel a part
of the government He said people
do not need to go through life feeling alienated, that they do not
count.
All movements started with
citizens, then governments acted
on those movements. People who
get involved are happier than those
who do not; they are fulfilling their
identity, Nader said.
Nader believes the problem
with students today is they are too
remote. If only they were "wisked
away" to experience what life is
like in other countries, he said.
The reason why students are
bored, Nader said, is because they
are taught to memorize and regurgitate, instead of contemplating.
Nader urged students to make
a mark on the university before
they leave and to take advantage of
student organizations such as the
California Public Interest Research Group, which Nader helped
form in the early 1970s, and a program Nader is involved in called
The Difference. CalPIRG’s are student organizations that lobby for
both environmental and consumer
issues. The Difference is a community voter education project operating in California, Illinios, New Jersey, Ohio, Pennsylvania and
Texas.
Nader has written several

Education issue offset
Reagan, Mondale push different views on school aid
WASHINGTON (AP) - It is not
hard to discern the bottom line difference between President Reagan and
Walter F. Mondale on the issue of education.
The president wants America’s
schools to restore "good, old-fashioned discipline," raise standards,
emphasize the basics and, in general,
pull themselves up by the bootstraps
without any new help, or interference, from Washington.
Mondale has vowed to spark "a
renaissance of learning" with the
help of $11 billion a year in new federal funds for education, including a
replenishment of school aid programs that the Reagan administration has cut or held the line on, and
creation of a $4.5 billion block grant
"Fund for Excellence" to spur improvements.
Despite the differences, education has not lived up to its early billing as a major issue in the current
campaign.
That may well be due to Reagan’s success in hopping aboard the
school reform bandwagon that got
into high gear after Education Secretary T.H. Bell’s National Commission on Excellence in Education issued a blistering report card on the
schools in April 1983.
Since then, Reagan, who never
set foot inside a school during his first
two years in office, has become a
vocal champion of state and local efforts to improve education and to
adopt merit pay for teachers instead
of automatic raises. He has remained
a steadfast, if unsuccessful, advocate
of tax breaks for parents who send
their children to private schools, but
has backed off his promise to dismantle the U.S. Department of Education.
The president also has become a
frequent visitor to schools, including
one he "adopted" in a rundown
Washington neighborhood, and has
staged a series of White House events
to honor outstanding schools and students.
In addition, he directed space officials to select a school teacher as
the first citizen passenger on the

consumer activist Ralph Nader
books on consumer advocacy and
has been instrumental in implementing many car safety laws, including the mandatory use of car

seats for children in vehicles. Recently, Nader has tried to pass into
law the installation of air bags in
all vehicles

Prop. 36 faces stiff opposition
SACRAMENTO (AP) - Howard
Jarvis insists Californians have a
right to his property tax-refund measure on the Nov. 6 ballot, while opponents claim it would devastate government and the state’s economy.
Arguments over Proposition 36
sound like a rerun of the 1978 battle
over the veteran tax crusader’s Proposition 13. Voters approved that initial property tax -slashing measure,
which Paul Gann helped write, by a
landslide 2-1 ratio.
But this time, supporters of Jarvis’ "Save 13" measure are scarce. A
host of opponents say he has gone too
far.
Jarvis wrote the measure to
overturn court rulings he says gutted
key tax-cutting provisions of Proposition 13.
Proposition 36 would refund $1.7
billion in property tax "overcharges"
to owners of property purchased before March 1, 1977, curtail state and
local governments’ ability to raise
funds with service fees and abolish
any portion of property taxes collected for public employee pensions.
John Hay, president of the state
Chamber of Commerce, has branded
Proposition 36 "the worst case of
overkill in recent memory" with the
Potential of being a "state tragedy."
His organization remained neutral
Six years ago on Proposition 13, despite pressure to oppose it.
An alliance of business, labor,
government and civic groups say the
’-’Save 13" measure would boost property taxes on many homes and
Cripple the ability of schools and
other local agencies to provide essential services.
Businesses fear Proposition 36’s
Dew limits would diminish governClient’s ability to build roads, sewers,
flood control channels, schools and
water aqueducts needed for continued growth.

sition 13, would be unable to fully bail
out local agencies financially. The
state has a $1 billion reserve in its $31
billion budget for fiscal year 1984-85.
Jarvis’ tax reduction group spent
more than $2 million obtaining the
signatures of 983,000 voters to qualify
the "Save 13" initiative for the ballot.
Jarvis and his opponents plan to
spend about $2 million each on the
campaign.

Howard Jarvis
Government officials say cities
might be forced to sell some fee-supported operations, such as utility
services, airports and harbors.
Standard & Poor’s, one of the nation’s major credit rating and investment information companies, has
placed a "credit watch- on state and
local government agencies in California because Proposition 36 could affect their ability to repay debts.
Meanwhile. Proposition 36-supporter Arthur Latter, a conservative
economist, argues government and
the state’s economy can easily handle Proposition 36.
The state legislative analyst’s office, a non-partisan agency, reports
that Proposition 36 would cut revenue
to local agencies by about $2.8 billion
during the next two years and about
$1 billion annually thereafter.
The proposition would cost the
state and schools $787 million the first
two years, according to the office.
The loss would drop to 1233 million
beginning in fiscal year 1986-87.
The office says the state, already
giving local governments 17 billion a
year to replace revenue lost to Propo-

Academic Senate votes
to oppose ballot issues
By Mike Di Marco
Daily staff writer

The Academic Senate voted Monday to oppose two measures on the
November ballot despite protests by
several senators over their roles in
debating state propositions.
The resolutions were presented
by the Senate’s Executive Committee, which formulates policy proposals and acts as an ad hoc advisory
board to SJSU President Gail Fullerton.
Academic Senator Roy Young
asked to postpone, indefinitely, the
resolutions that oppose Propositions

’If we feel education
is of any value, we
need more support
than a lottery, for
God’s sake.’

ing this decision." Young called the
resolutions "divisive," because of the
number of faculty for and against the
measures. He also said he could
search "at least six months and still
not be able to find one person influenced by the Senate’s) decision."
The resolution to oppose Proposition 36 passed, with seven senators
abstaining.

Proposition 36, a proposed
amendment to the state constitution,
would provide the one-time refund of
$1.7 billion to less than half of the
state’s homeowners by overturning
court interpretations of Proposition
13’s effect on property value assessments.

SACRAMENTO (AP) - The first
six propositions facing voters who
step into the booth Nov. 6 will ask
whether the state should borrow $1.65
billion for clean water, new schools,
toxic cleanups, veterans’ loans and
senior citizen centers.
Propositions 25 through 30 are all
bond issues, put on the ballot by the
Legislature to seek long-term funding for projects that need more
money than year-by-year budgets
can provide.
The six bond issues were placed
on the ballot in July after a fight between Republican Gov. George Deukmejian, who wanted to limit the total
to $1 billion, and legislators, who
wanted even larger figures, particularly for schools and veterans.
Supporters of all of them say they
are worthy projects that need some
extra money. Opponents, who are
few, say future generations should
not be indebted for 20 to 30 years to
pay for the projects.
The measures are:

Jarvis says Proposition 13 was
intended to roll back appraisals of
property value to 1975 levels and
allow a 2 percent increase for inflation annually in assessed values,
starting in 1978.
But courts ruled the yearly 2 percent boosts could be added to assessments retroactively from 1975, three
years earlier.
If the 2 percent increases began
three years too early as Jarvis contends, assessments have been about 6
percent too high every year since
passage of Proposition 13 in 1978.
Assessments largely determine
the amount of tax bills, under Proposition 13. The measure limited the
other factor, the basic property tax
rate, to 1 percent of assessed value.
Proposition 36 would refund all
taxes collected due to the 1975-78 assessment increases, along with 13
percent interest annually on the
"overcharges."

’This election is not
about sending a
teacher into space,
it’s about improving
teaching and
learning here on
earth.’
- Walter F. Mondale
sound some conservative notes on the
topic.
When he accepted the nomination at the Democratic National
Convention in July, Mondale declared, "This must be the best-educated generation in American history
and I will lead our nation forward to
the best system that this nation has
ever seen."
But he hastened to add, "Parents
must turn off that television; students must do their homework; teachers must teach and America compete. We’ll be No. I if we follow those
rules."
Reagan, in his acceptance
speech in Dallas, made a pitch for
school prayer and tuition tax credits.
Mondale, who is running with the
support of the nation’s two major teacher unions, has long opposed tax
breaks for private schools, but his
running mate, Rep. Geraldine Ferraro, has favored them. Ms. Ferraro,
who represents a heavily Catholic
Queens, N.Y., district, has said she
would bow to Mondale’s wishes on the
issue.

r Proposition 25, which would
authorize the sale of $325 million in
bonds for local sewage treatments
.
plants.
v.- Proposition 26, $450 million for
new and renovated public schools.
r Proposition 27, $100 million for
cleaning up hazardous waste sites.
r Proposition 28, $75 million for
drinking water plant improvements.
r Proposition 29, $650 million for
home and farm mortgages for veterans.

Senate opposition to the lottery
passed one 15-10-6 vote.
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Academic Senator Bill Tidwell,
last year’s Senate chairman, said
there is no guarantee the governor
won’t reduce CSU appropriations in
deference to money generated from
the lottery.

But not all the senators agreed
with Tidwell’s view. Senator James
Rowen, a student, said the lottery
could be a stable source of funding
merely because of its popularity with
Californians. Senator Raymond Nillson agreed. Nillson, who is from
Australia, said the Sydney, Australia
Opera House was built "entirely
from lottery funds."

r=.1

r Proposition 30, $50 million for
construction of senior citizen centers.

BK memory

Senator Louie Barozzi asked for
clarification of the executive com
mittee’s wording of its Proposition 37
resolution that the lottery "might
.
serve to diminish the public’s perception of education as a serious issue "

Reagan contends that money is
not the answer to America’s school
problems and frequently suggests
there was a correlation between the
drop in college test scores, starting in
the 19605, with and the influx of federal money into the schools.
Reagan tried to cut the Education Department’s budget from almost $15 billion to less than $10 billion
soon after he took office. Congress
cut several dozen programs and
folded them into a block grant, but
spurned most of the deep cuts.
Mary Hatwood Futrell, president
of the 1.6 million member National
Education Association, contends that
federal school programs have lost
$5.7 billion to inflation and the budget
ax since Reagan took office. It would
take more than 420 billion to buy
today what the Carter administration’s last $14.8 billion school budget
bought in 1981, she argues.
The department’s budget, now
$15.4 billion, is expected to top $17 billion in fiscal 1985, an all-time high, including funds for a new $425 million
program to help states cope with with
shortages of math and science teachers. Reagan originally proposed that
step at a cost of $50 million; Congress
upped ante.
In a recent study, Denis P. Doyle
of the American Enterprise Institute
and Terry W. Hartle of the Educational Testing Service concluded that,
"Education policy under President
Reagan has changed very little. Congress has tapped the brakes of federal education support, but has refused to accept wholesale changes."
Mondale would replenish the government’s $3 billion remedial education program and other efforts to aid
disadvantaged youth with $3 billion in
new funds. School districts could tap
into his $4.5 billion "Fund for Excellence" to build labs, raise teacher
salaries
or
make other
improvements. He would spend $1 billion to help universities modernize
their laboratories; $1 billion on scholarships and other help for teachers;
and $1.5 billion to boost existing federal grant and loan programs for college students.
Mondale’s plan to cut the federal
deficit by two-thirds by 1989 leaves
room for a total of $30 billion in new
spending on education, environment,
and public works programs.

INPEPIIINTED
CENTROWICS

"If we feel education is of any
value," Tidwell said, "we need more
support than a lottery, for God’s
academic senator sake."

"After consulting with my constituents," Young said, "I find no
great enthusiasm for the Senate mak-

space shuttle. That will remind all
America, he said, "of the crucial role
teachers and education play in the
life of our nation."
Mondale responded, "This election is not about sending a teacher
into space, it’s about improving teaching and learning here on earth."
One mark of Reagan’s success in
neutralizing the education issue may
be that Mondale, too, has begun to

6 initiatives seek funding

- Bill Tidwell,
36 and 37. Proposition 36, sponsored
hy tax crusader Howard Jarvis,
would cut property taxes. Proposition 37, a state lottery initiative,
would channel 34 percent of its revenues into public education. It is estimated the lottery would generate
$900 million to $2 billion in its first
year
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Ex-CSU employee
granted late review
LOS ANGELES AP) If you’re
a non -teaching employee at California State University and want to appeal your dismissal, you have 45 days
from the time it happened
but
you’re eligible to appeal only if
you’ve been on the job in the past 14
days.
A bewildered Superior Court
judge called the rules "a masterpiece
of ambiguity." A state appeals court
has accepted that description and revived the grievance of a fired CSU
janitor.
The janitor, Tom Forrest, was
told in 1981 that he had failed his probationary period at California State
Polytechnic University at Pomona
and was dismissed as of March 13.
On April 26, he filed a request for
a grievance hearing through his employee union, but the university refused, and Forrest went to court.
Lawyers for the CSU Trustees
cited a university regulation allowing
grievances to be filed by "persons
who were employed by a campus 14
calendar days preceding the filing."
Forrest’s lawyer countered with
another CSU regulation requiring notice of a grievance to be filed "within
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45 calendar days after the grievant
has discovered or reasonably should
have discovered the action." They
noted that he had filed within the 95day deadline.
Los Angeles County Superior
Court Judge John Cole ruled in For rest’s favor in June 1982, calling the
rules "absolutely, bewilderingly confusing" and "a masterpiece of ambiguity."
The state’s 2nd District Court of
Appeal agreed in a decision last Sept.
27.
When a government agency’s
rules contradict one another or are
ambiguous, they should be interpreted to give the benefit of the doubt
to someone who is trying to comply
with them, said the decision by Justice Joan Dempsey Klein.
The court reversed another ruling by Cole awarding Forrest retroactive pay from the time of his firing,
saying the award should be given
only if the grievance hearing shows
that Forrest was wrongly fired. But
the court upheld an award of attorney’s fees to Forrest under a state
law for victims of "arbitrary or capricious" government action.

UC superintendent
admits bribery guilt
NEWPORT BEACH (API A
maintenance superintendent at the
University of California at Irvine admitted he solicited a $100,000 bribe
from a Yorba Linda roofing company.
Elie Lee Grooms Jr., senior superintendent for the university’s
maintenance division, changed his
plea from innocent to guilty Monday
in exchange for the Orange County
District Attorney’s recommendation
that he be put on probation and pay a
$5,000 fine.
Grooms allegedly solicited a
$100,000 bribe and a percentage of the
ownership and profits in IBK Associates in return for a promise to grant
the company a $150,000 campus roofing contract.
"No money changed hands and
no contract was let," said defense attorney David Gady.
Orange County Deputy District
Attorney Susanne Shaw agreed to the
plea bargain after Grooms’ preliminary hearing had started in Harbor
Municipal Court Monday. As part of
the arrangement, she also agreed to
seek dismissal oi another felony
charge of soliciting someone to commit a felony.

Motel given
to AIDS
sufferers
A gay
PALM SPRINGS (AP)
motel owner concerned about the
plight of homeless AIDS victims is
turning his property into what may
be the first resort residence for sufferers of the disease.
"People who have been rejected
by lovers, friends and family should
have a place where they are accepted," Fred Hardt said of his proposed Hardtline Residence Resort
Project, which has the blessing of
local health authorities and the gay
community.
The resort, which is slated to reopen after $11,000 in improvements
are commpleted in January, will be
able to accommodate 17 guests and a
full-time live-in staff of three.
A private room at the motel will
cost $975 per month and a semi-private room would cost $750, with three
meals a day and motel -sponsored
"educational and therapeutic" activities included. Patients will also be
able to use heated swimming and
"therapy" pools.
"These rates reflect close to an
89 percent savings over hospital
stays," Hardt said. "They would also
be cheaper than most convalescent
hospitals and far more pleasant."
Medical services will not be offered, he noted, and he is working
with health officials on changes
needed in his kitchen to meet standards for food service.
Health officials who have praised
the project include David Dassey,
chief of disease control for the Riverside County Department of Health,
who wrote in a letter to Hardt that
"room and board are basic needs
that someone fighting for his life
should not have to be concerned
I feel that the concept is
about. .
soon to be sorely needed in the desert
area."
Desert AIDS Project Director
Trace Percy said Hardt "is tackling
a need that is readily apparent in our
larger cities and one that will increase rapidly in the Coachella Valley."
Hardt said the idea for the motel
concept came to him this past summer after he learned about the magnitude of the local AIDS problem.
Percy said 20 AIDS cases have been
reported in the desert.

If Superior Court Judge David
Carter refuses to accept the plan at a
court hearing scheduled Oct. 22,
Grooms can withdraw his guilty plea
Conviction on the charges could
have netted Grooms a four-year
prison term.
Grooms accepted the plea bargain because "it was an offer he
couldn’t afford to refuse," said
Thomas Connor, one of Grooms’ attorneys.
Connor said his client was "embarrassed and shocked" by the case.
Shaw said she had been prepared
to play three hours of tape-recorded
telephone conversations between
Grooms and IBK official David Blakely.
A UC-Irvine police report alleges
that on Sept. 8 and Sept. 19, Grooms
asked IBK for $50,000 a year for two
years, 15 percent of IBK’s gross profits, a 30 percent share of the business
and bonuses in exchange for the contract.
The bribes, including an alleged
offer by Grooms to use prostitutes to
entice customers for IBK, were discussed on the tapes, Shaw said.
Campus police Lt. Bob Reisig
said he expects Grooms to be officially terminated from the university
next week.
University spokesman David
Krogh said campus officials would
not comment on the case.

Court affirms
death sentence
WASHINGTON (AP)
Convicted California murderer Stevie
Lamar Fields yesterday lost a Supreme Court appeal aimed at overturning his death sentence.
The justices rejected arguments
that prospective jurors who voiced
general reservations about capital
punishment were wrongly excluded
from Fields’ trial.
Fields in September 1978 was paroled from prison where he had been
serving a sentence for manslaughter.
In the next three weeks, as one California described it, "he became a
one-man crime wave" of rape and
robbery.
He was sentenced to death for the
murder of Rosemary Janet Cobb, a
26-year-old student librarian at the
University of Southern California.

To publicize today’s Graduate Studies
Day, students took chances on a grand

Gene bet, Daily staff photographer
taking time to spin the wheel were
\A -inners of a free hag of popcorn.

prize. Guy Johnson holds onto his hat
to see if this student is a winner. Those

Karate gains popularity among all ages
enthusiasts in the country, he said.
"A lot of young people also come
to learn the martial arts after watching kung fu movies made popular by
the late Chinese movie star Bruce
Lee," Cho said. "But those who seek
a quick solution to their fear of crime,
or those whose interest was aroused
by fanciful kung fu movies on television, do not last long. They usually
drop out after a first few sessions,"
he said. "It isn’t easy, you see, to
learn even the rudimentary moves of
karate."
Children as young as 6 are also
learning the martial arts.
"Parents are encouraging their
children to take karate lessons for
mental discipline as well as for physical fitness," said Cho.
The instructor, however, warned
against over-confidence. He said
many of his students were at a point
where they felt they could fight off an
attacker in a "hand-to-hand" confrontation.
"But it’s dangerous to be overconfident in one’s ability to defend
oneself," he said. "You simply don’t
know enough about the other guy."
Sgt. Peter Sweeney of the New
York Police Department voiced a
similar caution: "Whether the people
know martial arts or not, they should
contact police when they are in trouble."
Another police officer who declined to be identified by name put it
more bluntly: "A bullet travels
faster than hands."

When
NEW YORK (AP)
Emmy Villaverde was mugged by
two knife-wielding youths on a New
York street five years ago, she decided to learn karate.
She started to train in the Oriental martial arts, she says, not to fight
muggers, but to build self-confidence. "I’ve heard somewhere that
criminals usually prey on those who
appear to be timid and vulnerable,"
said the 33-year-old hotel clerk.
Like Villaverde, an increasing
number of Americans, especially
young women, are learning karate
and other Oriental martial arts,
mainly to defend themselves against
criminals, said James Coleman, an
editor of Black Belt Magazine in Burbank, Calif.
"A rising crime rate in big cities
is a major reason for most people to
train in the arts of self-defense," he
said.
Coleman and others at Black
Belt, one of three U.S. magazines on
the martial arts, could not say exactly how many Americans are training
in martial arts. But judging by an increase in subscriptions to their magazines, interest in the martial arts
has risen considerably in recent
years, they said.
Henry Cho, an organizer of the
U.S. Karate Championships held in
New York last March, said an estimated 2 million Americans had taken
up karate, kung fu or taekwondo at
one time or another. Just a decade
ago, there were 400,000 martial arts
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Cho said karate was also popular
in Europe and spreading fast to other
parts of the world. He said there was
talk among sports leaders of proposing that the International Olympic
Committee consider including karate
in the 1988 Olympic Games in Seoul,
South Korea.
Villaverde, who has earned her
black belt since she knocked down a
mugger on Fifth Avenue, said she
would probably never fight a mugger
again, especially in an isolated place
or at night.
"But I’m ready to face any challenger if it is for a trophy at the next
U.S. karate championship or at the
Olympic games," she said
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SJSU’s offense, defense clicking

Strictly Sports

Joe
Roderick

Dear fans
ALETTER TO those who thought they had better things to do
Saturday night than watch a so-so 2-3 team ( SJSU I play an 0-3
stinker ( Utah State) :
I know you had big plans Saturday like lay on the couch and
watch an overweight, bald captain steer a vessel called the Love Boat.
Or maybe pretend to catch up on some homework. Yeah, right. I’ve
heard all the excuses before. "I have to baby sit my little brother
tonight."
Hell, bring the little neophyte to the game.
And you call yourself Spartan fans. You see, only 14,667 fans went to
the game Saturday to watch SJSU beat Utah State, 38-21. That big thing
over there off South Seventh Street called Spartan Stadium holds 22,000.
There was plenty of room. Bring the wife and kids. Bring Aunt Harriot.
Bring Uncle Jed.
The Spartans’ Division I status is in jeopardy and you’re just sitting
there watching TV. You can save the Spartans from the clutches of
Division II status. If we fill the stadium, maybe that will influence the
powers that be to expand to 30,000 the magic number for a football
team to remain Division I.
But I’m getting off the track a bit.
You missed a pretty good game if you like offense, bone-cracking
tackles and a few other extra-curriculars. I don’t know about you, bull
like those kind of things,
I was one of the 14,667 fans in the stands. I was on my feet about a
million times. I was high-fiving everybody in sight. Oh, my hand got a
little red, but that’s all right.
watching a fat guy
LOOK WHAT you ended up doing
AND
dressed in a white outfit strut around a ship. C’mon, get with it.
What are you waiting for?
Yeah, you’ve got a point. The SJSU-Utah State game wasn’t one of
the more crucial games you’ll encounter. And it’s true that the
prospects of watching Utah are about as exiting as having dinner with
the Osmond family.
But this game turned out to be downright exciting. It dragged a little
in the fourth quarter, but nothing compared to your boring evening with
the fat captain and a guy named Gopher.
It was pretty lively the first three quarters. I think the Spartan fans
got more riled up at SJSU placekicker Luis Comesana than any of the
Aggie player. Poor Luis. He hasn’t had much fun lately. Against Cal last
week, he missed two extra points.
Against Utah State, Luis missed a 43-yard field goal. No problem
there.
A series later, he missed a 24-yarder. Now the fans were a little
ticked. Luis got booed pretty loudly.
After the Spartans scored to make it 74, Luis missed the extra
point. But he didn’t just miss it, he hit the left upright. That takes a lot of
skill. But none of the Spartan fans were clapping at this
accomplishment. They were downright hostile. I had to cool one of my
colleagues down. "You’re terrrrible Coe-mah-sahn-yah."
Poor Luis.
But the Spartan fans weren’t hassling all their players. Wide
receiver Kevin Bowman had the game of his life, catching 12 passes for
a mass of yards.
SPARTAN FANS LOVE this guy. He punishes people when he
catches the ball. But just remember,! saw him play two games at
Sacramento City College several years ago. I knew the kid had it
all along.
But nobody knew freshman Randy Walker had what it takes to be a
good runner. He came to SJSU simply to run track. He was a 100-meter
man who decided to try out for football on a whim. But he gained over
100 yards Saturday the first time he has ever done that.
After the terrible mishap against Stanford, when he and Bob Frasco
fumbled the exchange, Walker was probably longing for the solitude of
track and field. But he is starting to solidify the Spartans’ running
attack.
See what you missed. What’s with you people?
I think! know. You’re waiting to see if the Spartans stay in the
PCAA race. If they do, then you’ll go to the Fresno State and Long
Beach games.
What do we have here? I think it’s called bandwagon jumpers.
Yeah, I’m talking to you, fair-weather fan. Yeah you the guy with the
Cubs cap over there. And you over there the guy with the Padres hat.
Bandwagon jumpers.
If the Spartans beat Fullerton State next week to thrust themselves
deep into the race, you’ll be lining up for tickets to the Fresno State
game Oct. 27 and Long Beach Nov. 10.
I’ll be at both games. But I’ll be up in the press tax, transformed
hack to Joe Reporter. However, I’ll be keeping an eye on you. Maybe I’ll
wave to a couple of you. Oh, I’d like to be down in the stands, but I have a
job to do.
I expect to see you folks there. None of this Love Boat stuff.
Keep in touch.
Joe Roderick is the Daily’s sports editor. His column appears weekly

Soccer team shoots
for another victory
By Marty Picone
Daily staff writer
SJSU’s soccer team will aim for
its fourth-straight win when it faces
U.S. International University today
at 3 p.m. at Spartan Field.
The Spartans are coming off a
convincing 3-1 victory Saturday over

Soccer
UC-Santa Barbara, but SJSU coach
Julius Menendez says USIU (64)
won’t be an easy opponent.
"They are a very skillful team
with good defensive tactics and good
speed," Menendez said. "Even
though I haven’t been able to see
them play this year. I expect them to
give us a good game."
But the team from San Diego is a
little lackluster on offense In those
six losses, the squad has scored just
three goals Overall. USIU has outscored its opponents. 30-19

"Our goalie has had a hard time
adjusting to college play, but he’s
coming along okay," Kaye said.
But overall, Kaye has been satisfied with his team’s performance. "I
can go down the bench and find a
quality player every time. We’re
never short on good talent."
And the team’s roster isn’t short
on foreign -born players, either.
There are individuals from seven different countries, with England being
the most represented.
At the top of the list is All -America candidate John Crosse from England. Crosse is "our driving force a
really strong leader," Kaye said.
USIU is led on offense by Iwo
other Englishmen, Andy Walker
(eight goals, four assists) and Mark
Allen (two goals, 10 assists).

"Our team is very talented,"
USIU coach Stuart Kaye said, "but
we’re not able to put it all together for
a win It’s very frustrating "

"Because the majority of their
starting lineup is a foreign squad,
they like to play an English -style
game," Menendez said. "They like to
hit a long ball to a target -man near
their opponent’s goal But we have
good size in our lineup and I feel will
be able to stop them "

Another weakness Kaye talks
freely about is at goalie, where freshman Gary Francis has allowed 17
goals in II games

But Menendez also said, -We’re
not able to prepare for their offensive
attack until the game begins and WP
see their system and how it works ’

By Dan Fitch
Daily staff writer
SJSU’s offense had trouble moving the ball earlier this season and
now no one can stop it.
The Spartans’ defense had trouble getting the ball from their opponents and now are just taking it
away.
At one time they had enough injuries to start their own infirmary, and
now they’re watching everyone else’s
players get helped off the field.
"Our team has played outstanding football the last three weeks,"
Spartan head coach Claude Gilbert
said. "We’ve played hard the entire
year, but t he biggest change has been

Football
the productivity of the offense the
last three weeks."
The Spartans accumulated 524
yards offensively against Utah State
Saturday, the first time they have
reached the 500 mark since last
year’s 41-23 win over Fresno State
when they had 530.
SJSU ran off 97 plays against the
Aggies, and dominated in time of possession 35:36 to 24:24. The Spartans
also averaged an impressive 5.4
yards per play.
The offensive display was especially gratifying for SJSU offensive
coordinator Terry Shea, who held the
same post at Utah State for eight
years.
"I didn’t want the team to think it
meant more to me than any other
game, but it meant a whole bunch,"
Shea said.
Quarterback Bob Frasco knew
the game meant a lot, but for a different reason. "Coach Gilbert told us if
we lost, we would just play out the
year," he said. And he is probably
right, because after their loss to Nevada -Las Vegas the second week of
the season, the Spartans cannot afford to lose another PCAA game and
still entertain thoughts of a conference title.
If Frasco continues to play the
way he has lately, the Spartans could
be tough to beat. He threw for 328
yards and three TDs against Utah
State and rushed for another. This
year, Frasco has completed 107 of 193
passes, a 55.4 percentage, for 1,312
yards, nine TDs and six interceptions. He had thrown 93 passes in a
row without having one intercepted
before the Aggies picked one off in
the first half Saturday.
Frasco has also had to get a shot
at halftime the last four games to relieve the pain in his tender hip. "The
shot wears off in about six hours, and
makes for a painful Saturday night,"
he said.

Yonko Noguchi
The Spartan defenders have been
a pain to opposing players the last
three games with a swarming, hardhitting style that has resulted in 14
turnovers.
Safety Frank Witherspoon has
picked off a pass in each of the last
three games and has been responsible for some solid hits on opposing
players. He credits the Spartans’
habits on the practice field with their
success.
"It all starts in practice," he
said. "If we work hard and get prepared there, we can make some
breaks in the game."
Witherspoon had a moment of uncertainty Saturday. Aggie flanker
Paul Jones went high in the air on one
play to try and haul in a pass, and as
the ball flew over his outstretched
hands Witherspoon sliced underneath, spinning the flanker to the
turf.
Witherspoon was jubilant about
the hit until he noticed Jones, who
landed on his neck, was not getting up
off the turf.
"At the time I was excited.’

Witherspoon said. "Then I saw him
on the ground, and I got concerned. I
like to hit, but I don’t want to hurt
anyone."
Jones got up and was helped off
the field, but eventually had to leave
the game with a knee injury.
Spartan tackle Danny Clark was
hurt and missed the first few games
this season but has come back strong.
He stopped Aggie runners twice for
losses totaling 11 yards and also had
a nine-yard quarterback sack.
Defensive end Terry McDonald
hasn’t missed any action and has
been unstoppable lately. He had two
sacks and four tackles for losses Saturday and leads the Spartans on the
season with 21 unassisted tackles and
five quarterback sacks.
The medical report looks good
for the Spartans at the moment, and
with unbeaten Fullerton State (6-0)
coming up this Saturday, having
healthy people will be a plus,
strong safety Lou Patrone, who
intercepted his first pass of the season against Utah State, twisted an
ankle and is listed as possible for Ful-

lerton, as is wide receiver Kevin
Bowman, who also injured an ankle.
Defensive tackle Edwin Bird injured his ankle against Cal and
missed Saturday’s game but should
be available this week.
Fullback Keith Tatum suffered a
concussion against Utah State but
should also be available this week.
Placekicker Tony Brown suffered a groin injury warming up before the Stanford game and has not
played since, but is listed as possible
for this Saturday. Luis Comesana has
been handling the kicking chores in
Brown’s absence and has been inconsistent, missing three extra points
and two field goals, while hitting
three field goals, the longest a 44yarder against Stanford

Detroit nips San Diego, 3-2
SAN DIEGO (AP) The Detroit
Tigers won a battle of baseball’s old
and new last night, using a two-run
homer from Larry Herndon and
clutch pitching from Jack Morris to
beat the San Diego Padres 3-2 in the
first game of the 1984 World Series.
The tense game that went beyond
three hours was marked by questionable base running and managerial
decisions by the Padres, who were
playing in the World Series for the
first time in their 16-year history.
The Tigers, who appeared in
their first World Series in 1907, trailed 2-1 when Herndon hit a two-run
homer in the fifth inning off Mark
Thurmond. The Padres’ left-hander
had struggled all night, while relievers Dave Dravecky and Andy Hawkins looked on, ready to work.
Thurmond threw 117 pitches in
five innings before being relieved by
Hawkins, who pitched 2 2-3 innings of
one-hit, shutout relief, and Dravecky,
who went the rest of the way without
giving ups hit.
The heavily favored Tigers had
put the Padres in a very familiar position. San Diego trailed in every
game and lost the first two before
winning three in a row at home
against Chicago to capture the National League pennant, while the Tigers had swept Kansas City in three
to win the American League pennant.
Morris scattered eight hits,

Daily staff photographer

SJSU wide receiver Kevin Bowman fumbles this reception against Utah State Saturday

walked three and struck out nine, including six in the last four innings. He
gave up both San Diego runs in the
first inning on a two-run double by

Terry Kennedy, giving San Diego its
2-1 lead. The Tigers had scored in the
first in an RBI single by Alan Trammell.

Campbell dealt to
New Orleans Saints

NEW ORLEANS (AP) Earl
Campbell, the powerful Heisman
Trophy running back for the Houston
Oilers, was traded in a surprise, hastily arranged swap Tuesday to the
New Orleans Saints, who gave up
their top choice in the 1985 National
Football League draft.
The 29-year-old Campbell, a 5foot -11, 238-pound running back, has
been a mainstay of the Oiler’s offense
since 1978, when he was a No. I draft
choice out of the University of Texas.
The trade reunites him with Bum
Phillips, head coach at Houston before coming to New Orleans almost
four years ago.
Phillips said Campbell will play
against Los Angeles on Sunday.
The trade came as a surprise because the running back position is
one of the few spots on the Saints’ roster that is well -staffed by experienced, healthy players.
The Saints are hurting on the offensive line after injuries to three

starters. They have no healthy nose
tackles. Their wide receier corps is
depleted, with Eugene Goodlow out
with a hamstring pull.
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Stanford unveils running game
STANFORD (AP) - The Stanford football image took a beating in
the upset victory over UCLA’s reigning Rose Bowl champions.
The passing attack, key to most
Stanford success over the years, tvas
of secondary importance on offense
to a running game which netted 130
yards, including 82 by sophomore
fullback Brad Muster. Quarterback
Fred Buckley completed nine passes
in his first collegiate starting assignment, as the replacement for injured
John Paye, connecting for 83 yards
and one touchdown.
The Cardinal defense, so often
considered supporting cast, earned
star billing.
"One of the key statistics of the
UCLA game was that they had only
66 yards rushing. That’s an impressive statistic," coach Jack Elway
said earlier in the week, looking back

at his first Pacific -10 victory.
Stanford downed UCLA 23-21 a
week after falling 28-10 to Arizona
State, which rushed for 152 yards. In
last year’s 1-10 season, Stanford’s defense ranked last in the conference
against rushing by allowing 214 yards
per game.
"Last year, although people
wouldn’t believe it, we dominated
some offensive lines. But we broke
down in other areas," defensive end
Mike Wyman said.
The 253-pound Wyman, a senior,
is one of the many defensive players
who suffered through the 1983 season,
Paul Wiggin’s last as Stanford head
coach.
"We had some tough losses early
in the year and the attitude on the
team began deteriorating. That’s
something that’s tough to overcome," Wyman said.

Berke Breathed

Bloom County

The Cards are 3-2 now, with unbeaten Washington coming into Stanford Stadium on Saturday.
"We have a veteran defensive
line, to say the least. Our technique is
good, and it’s getting better,"
Wyman said. "We’ve had a good time
out there. I can’t tell you how much
fun football is now."
Wyman,
whose
linebacker
brother, Dave, earned Pac-I0 Defensive Player of the Week honors for
his performance against UCLA, believes the bruising defensive play
against the Bruins proved that Stanford can match muscle with anyone
in the Pac-I0.
"We’re the same kind of football
players who go to UCLA, except we
can read," he said.
Elway winced at that comment
and remarked, "I’m sure glad you
didn’t say that last week."
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season and a second-rounder in 1986.
Van Pelt, a five-time Pro Bowler,
refused to join the Vikings after being
traded July 12 by the New York Giants for running back Tony Galbreath.
He held out for 12 weeks, asking
to be traded to teams in Florida or
California for post-career business
opportunities.
Van Pelt said he was thankful to
be "given an opportunity to get the
best possible job in the real world

CalPIRG will hold an orientation
meeting at 4 p.m. today in the Student Union Montalvo Room. Call
Erin O’Doherty at 259-7986 for more
information.

in the S.U. Costanoan Room. Call
Linda Elvin at 277-3781 for more information.
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Vikes trade Van Pelt to Raiders
MINNEAPOLIS (AP) - Minnesota linebacker Brad Van Pelt’s wish
came true yesterday when the Vikings traded him to the Los Angeles
Raiders.
Van Pelt, 33, was sent to the
Super Bowl champions for two draft
choices just 15 minutes before the National Football League’s 3 p.m. CDT
trading deadline, Viking Coach Les
Steckel said.
The Vikings will receive the
Raiders’ sixth-round pick after this
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when I’m done playing."
"That’s what I was looking for
No. 1 and to go to a team of the Raiders’ caliber is just, well, the only
thing that could have been better is if
it happened 12 weeks ago."
Van Pelt ended his 12-week holdout last week, but not before fines and
missed paychecks took a $100,000 bite
of his $240,000 annual salary.
Minnesota, 2-4, travels to Los Angeles to play the Raiders, 5-1, Sunday.
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Zeta Phi Beta Sorority, Inc. will
hold a Rush Party at 7 tonight in the
S.U. Pacheco Room. Call Sharon at
277-8990 or Julie at 723-1632 for further information.

The School of Education, Teacher Education Division, will offer
group advisement for those interested in the Multiple Subject Credential at 2:30 p.m. today in Sweeney
Hall Room 120. Call Dr. Dana T. Elmore at 277-2681 for further details.

The Meteorology Department
will present "Highlights of Three
Years of Altamont Wind Data" by
Earl Davis, Director of Meteorology
U.S. Wind Power, at 11:30 a.m. today
in Duncan Hall Room 615.

The Student Affiliates of the
American Chemical Society will present a seminar with Dr. Martin Goutekmann at 1:30 p.m. tomorrow in
Duncan Hall Room 505. Call 264-3778
for more information.

The Business - Professional Advertising Association( B/PAA) will
present speaker Frank Priscaro at
its meeting at 6 tonight in the Spartan
3*morial. Call Roger Calhoun at 2812505 for more details.

The Vietnamese Student Association will hold a general meeting from
7 to 10 p.m. tomorrow in the S.U.
Music Room. Refreshments will be
served. Call 238-7017 for additional information.

The Campus Democrats will hold
a general meeting at 1 p.m. today in
the S.C. Pacheco Room. For additional information call Paul Torres at
262-7754.

The Gay and Lesbian Alliance
will present "AIDS: The Emotional
Impact" at 4:30 p.m. tomorrow in the
S.U. Almaden Room. For more details call 277-2047.

The Office of Continuing Education will hold London Semester Information Day from 1:30 to 3 p.m. today

The Physics Department will
present a seminar with Dr. Robert
Whitten of NASA-AMES speaking on

the "Results from Pioneer Venus Orbiter" at 4 p.m. tomorrow in Science
Building Room 258. Call Dr. Brian
Holmes at 277-2361 for more information.

Dr. Anderson
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Students Against Reaganism
(STAR) will hold a rally planning
meeting at 1:30 p.m. tomorrow in the
S.C. Guadalupe Room. Call 275-8797
for more details.
Spartan Oriocci will hold its second general meeting at 7:30 tomorrow evening in the S.U. Almaden
Room. Call Jerry Wong at 277-8611
for more information.
Phi Beta Sigma Fraternity will
hold an informational smoker at 7
p.m. tomorrow in Business Classroom 1. Call Jeffrey at 292-8461 or
Delano at 370-3278 for further details.
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The Lutheran Campus Ministry
will have a gospel study at 7:30 p.m
tomorrow at the Chapel at 300 S. 10th
St. Call Norb Firnhaber at 298-0204
for more information.
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The Student Union Gallery has
paintings by Robert Tomlinson on exhibition from October 8 to November
8.
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Student fees reorganized
CSSA
has gripes
against
CSU report
continued from page I
Schneider, but it is not a dean’s committee and does not include Schneider.

Student Programs and Services
Counseling
Testing
Career Planning and Placement
Student Financial Aid
Student Health Services
Student Housing
Institutional Support:
Student Services Administration
Financial Aid/Operations
These figures are estimates

The committee is responsible for
all policies of interest to students,
and those policies affecting the university’s resource allocation priorities

Average

CSSA had three members on the
CSU committee that formulated the
policies adopted by the board. Finley
said their biggest priority was to include a master plan of student services to identify and preserve services
that add to the level of quality of education." They were unsuccessful.
Finley said CSSA was unable to
include other measures they felt
were important, such as a definition
of tuition and a provision that the annual review prepared by the Chancellor’s office be sent to constituent
groups for comment before being
sent to the board of trustees for approval.
However, they were able to include the provision that the campus
review committee include students,
faculty and other "appropriate constituency" of the campus.
"Our biggest gripe with this report is that this whole discussion centers around consolidation; this report
is justification for consolidation and
doesn’t research any other possibilities."
Finley also said there are only
vague guarantees that a campus
president won’t channel money from

dent serviceio. they would have
tough time getting away with it
There are provisions that there be
students and faculty involved in allocations.

Breakdown of Student Services Fee
1 9%
4%
9%
1 5%
33%
2%
2%
9%

CSU Student Fees
Student
Service
1 18

Year
7273

73/74
74/76
75/78
78/77
77/78
78/79
79/80
80/81
81 /82
82/83
83/84
84/8510
la(Emergency Surcharge Fee
(b)$64 Emergency Increase
(c)Proposed in Governor’s Budget

State
University
Fee

118
144
144
144
144
146
144
160
205.50

461a)

216

214113)

210

402
360

210

"Not necessarily on this campus," Finley said, " but overall, the
campus president is the dictator of
the campus. And on other campuses,
the CSSA has seen where the campus
president goes in and pulls money
from the student services area and
puts it into academics, which he or
she isn’t supposed to do."

In 1982-83, the Student Services
Fee provided partial funding for 10
SJSU operations: student programs
and services, 7 percent: counseling,
19 percent: testing, 4 percent; career
services, 9 percent; student financial
aid, 15 percent; student health services, 33 percent; student housing, 2
percent: student support of the Chancellor’s office, 0.2 percent; student
services administration (which covers 50 percent of the cost of the dean
of student services office), 2 percent
and financial aid operations, 9 percent.
The current State University Fee
is in response to student fee increases
during the past three years to make
up for state budget reductions.
In 1981-82, the governor reduced
state agency budgets by two percent
in midyear. In response, CSU officials reduced some expenditures and
imposed the State University Fee as
an emergency surcharge fee. It
amounted to $46 for the remainder of
the academic year.

He said on one campus, $100,000
was pulled from student services and
rechanneled elsewhere.

In 1982-83, the fee was increased
to $150 for full-time and $48 to parttime students. Midway through the
school year, another two percent budget reduction was imposed by the
governor and another midyear fee
increase, this time for $64, was imposed, bringing the total State University Fee to $214.

"I have heard that some CSU
deans of students are against it,"
said Benjamin McKendall, junior associate dean of Student Services.
"Our feeling here is that it won’t happen," McKendall said. "If presidents
were to pull money away from (stu-

The 1983-84 school year included
a $246 increase in the State University Fee, bringing its level to $402 for
the year. In addition, a postbaccalaureate fee of $36 per academic year resulted from a governor’s veto of state
financial support.

Melissa Calvo - Spartan Daily graphics
student services to other areas.

"People talk about the president
raiding student services, but if the
president felt students’ needs were
not being met, she could put more
money into student services."

Parking spots for disabled moved
By Paul Ruffner

the university meets the minimum
lems.
Owly staff writer
federal guidelines for disabled park"There have been times we’ve
Twenty disabled parking spaces ing. The guidelines require 2 percent
(Buerger and Opalewski) walked the
in the loth Street Garage are being of all parking facilities to be set aside
campus looking for spaces and found
moved to two other locations on cam- as handicapped spaces.
them and readjusted spaces." he
pus, said Daniel R. Buerger, execsaid.
"I
don’t
know,
but
Marty
has
utive assistant to the SJSU president,
But Buerger said that when the
mentioned
he
thinks
we
are
underreon Friday.
"Sixteen spaces from the 10th presented as in how many (disabled
Street Garage are being moved to the parking) spaces we have," Buerger
Seventh Street garage," Buerger said.
said.
Martwick said that out of a total
He said Disabled Services Coor- of 5,592 parking spaces on campus, 2
dinator Martin Schutter requested percent of that would be 111 parking
that there be handicapped parking spaces.
spaces on both sides of the campus.
With the new additions, SJSU will
But, rather than moving all 29 of the
have 109 disabled parking spaces, he
disabled parking spaces from the
said.
10th Street Garage, it was agreed to
Martwick said Traffic and Parkmove half of them.
"We also decided to move four ing Operations is still working on
USA TODAY, the nation’s
spaces from the 10th Street Garage to meeting the federal guidelines for
newspaper, needs a campus
the paved part of the ROTC field," disabled parking.
rep, to sell and deliver
Buerger said.
subscriptions of USA TODAY
Schuller said it will be up to the
The paved volleyball court parkon campus.
proposed subcommittee to evaluate
ing area at the ROTC field is a more
Job requires sales ability and
and decide whether the university is
central location on level ground that
person must be willing to work
meeting the parking guidelines.
is close to buildings, and near a gate
mornings M -F.
"I’m
sure
that
soon
it will be up
leading out to the sidewalk, he said. It
No weekend work. Excellent
to
the
minimum
requirement,"
Mart
will provide better access for discommission. You’ll run your
wick said.
abled students.
own business! Starts
"We’re going to make the (four)
Buerger said that he and other
immediately.
E spaces there (at the ROTC field), members of the executive adminisCALL
disabled ones," said Harold V. Man- tration along with parking personnel
BOB McGURK
son, special assistant to SJSU’s exec- have been working since last spring
800-892-7623
utive vice president. E spaces are to decrease campus parking probpermit parking areas for university
employees. There are 220 E spaces in
the ROTC parking lot.
Schutter said he was pleased
about the parking changes and that
SJSU President Gail Fullerton’s decision to grant the moving of the spaces
Ali shows at Moms Dailey Auditonum every Wednesday 700 pm & 10 00 pm $20) dry, ,
demonstrated that the administration is working to meet the needs of
disabled students.
"The move is a healthy step in
the right direction," he said.
Officer Larry Martwick, new in\
10 14
\ m lurk
terim traffic manager, said the disabled parking changes will be made
as soon as he and Keith Opalewski,
analyst and commute coordinator,
get around to making them.
"It will be moved to our number
one priority to get it done," Martwick
said.
The approval by Fullerton of the
movement and creation of disabled
\
Var
FRI The ocher sick
parking spaces came almost three

Job listing offers
employment help
Students, staff or faculty looking
for a part- or full-time job should investigate the Job Listing Service, located in the Career Center in Business Classroom 13.
The Career Center is open from 8
a.m. until 5 p.m. on Monday, Tuesday, Thursday, and Friday, and from
8 a.m. until 8 p.m. on Wednesdays.
The Service offers 50 to 80 new
part-time positions per day, and a
smaller number of full-time positions, according to Cheryl Allmen,
associate director of Career Planning
and Placement.
"The majority of jobs listed by
the service are in industry, business
and government," Allmen said. "In
addition, we list any openings on the
SJSU campus."
The jobs listed in the Service are
posted on a series of bulletin boards
inside the Career Center. The jobs
are categorized by line of work, such

as general, clerical, restaurant, and
education.
"The service serves many purposes," Allmen said. "Students can
come in if they want to get experience in their line of work, or they can
come in if they just want a part-time
job to make some money.
"Employees often say ’we need a
person with experience’ when a graduate applies for a job. A part-time or
summer job pertaining to the student’s major is a good way to get that
experience while the student is still in
school," she said.
Macy’s is currently accepting applications for Christmas season employment, and will be on campus
Wednesday from 8 a.m. until 12:30
p.m. in Business Classroom 1.
IBM currently has 200 part-time
openings in assembly. Information
on IBM jobs can be found at the Job
Listing Service.

Office of Sponsored Programs
The SJSU Research Committee
Announce:

A CONFERENCE ON
FUNDING
FOR
FACULTY RESEARCH
Government Agencies
State Agencies
Private Foundations
Local Foundations

October 16, 17, 1984
Clark Library 5th Floor
9:00-5:00

construction of the new parking garage on Fourth and San Salvador
streets is completed, once again providing disabled parking spaces will
have to be considered.
"It’ll be a whole new ball game,’’
he said.

For Information Reservations Call

277-2941

277-3907

USA
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"A MASTERPIECE

so exciting that it is irresistible::"

weeks after Manson presented her
with a memo of the plan.
Manson said at that time, it was
an adjustment meant to relieve the
pressure of not having a shuttle bus
for disabled students by providing
better access to campus buildings.
The experimental electric shuttle bus
was discontinued Sept. 4 because of
low rider participation.
"Now that the shuttle is inoperable, we had to do something to somewhat help make up for it, and this
was the solution," Schulter said.
He said that a mainstreaming
committee will soon be formed to
evaluate the needs, legal responsibilities, and changes that have to be
made for long-term disabled parking
Buerger said he’s still not sure if

Now that it’s time to purchase your
college ring, think about choosing
the finesta 14K gold college ring
from ArtCarved.
Designed and handcrafted for lasting value, an ArtCarved 14K gold
college ring is now more affordable
than ever. For a limited time only,
you can save $15 on the style of your
choice. Stop by to see the entire
ArtCarved collection and custom
options. Remember, it’s your year
for gold!
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